A tunable Fano resonance in silver nanoshell with a spherically anisotropic core.
The influences of the anisotropic permittivity and permeability in inner core on the Fano resonance have been investigated in Ag nanoshell by means of Mie scattering theory. The decreased inner core radius can enhance the coupling between superradiant and subradiant dipole modes and hence a distinct Fano profile. With increasing the tangential permittivity or permeability of inner core, the Fano resonance shows a redshift and the magnitude of Fano profile increases. The variation of Fano resonance with anisotropic permeability of the core is much weaker than that induced by anisotropic permittivity. We further find that the combined action of the increased tangential permittivity and permeability of inner core can induce a significant enhancement of Fano resonance in Ag nanoshell.